implied character according to their usual devices with whatever slant
seemed to suit the sheet that paid them for their work.
I play the piano, but that doesn't make me a pianist? Olgivanna dances
but only as a feature of the training at the Gurdjeef Institute at Fontaine-
bleau. This institution, too, came in for a measure of low implication in
order to complete the picture desired or not as the case might be.
Unexpectedly, thus, came another public charivari to add to two since
past.
I managed to get Olgivanna to Hollis, safe with her brother, Vladimir.
I like Vladimir, and his wife. Love and protection around her. A great
change from the humiliation and misery of the last fortnight. Her people
insisted on my coming to stay at Hollis too, I would go back to town with
Vladimir in the morning, to roam the streets of New York alone. I didn't
care to see anyone at the time for fear of revealing our whereabouts to the
newspapers' pursuit of news.
It was then I began to write. I tried to write some inpressions of the big
city. 'In Bondage7 was one. 'The Usonian City' another; later to begin this
work.
But Olgivanna did not improve as rapidly as she should. The weather
was cold and disagreeable, the situation too severe. After Christmas at
Vlada's I began to wonder where we could go, and hit on Puerto Rico. A
long shot. But it would be warm at least. And it was. Puerto Rico was now
a possession of the United States of America. We would need no difficult
passports. As a matter of fact, anywhere we went in the United States we
were likely to splash more muddy water over the public dam represented
by the press.
So, incognito, we took the boat for what remained of Atlantis. We put
up at a pleasant inn—the Coamo—far down the island. The Coamo had
natural hot-sulphur springs piped into enormous old Spanish stone baths
in which we could go for a swim. At night we went under mosquito nets,
but had to make constant war on the pests. The days and nights were
sultry and oppressive until we would drive up into the mountains. The air
there was delightful. These old mountain roads of Spanish Puerto Rico
are remarkable.
The primavera was in bloom, enormous white tree trunks, white limbs
loaded with brilliant scarlet blooms lying in great high drifts, in the beau-
tiful landscape. Roads covered with falling scarlet splendour.
We hung our young daughter, lovanna, in a basket in front of the
tonneau from the cross ribs of the top of the open car. She was comfortable
swinging there and explored the island.
We would have our lunch put up at the Coamo and go over the island
every day. Slight showers would fall frequently but would soon clear away.
Puerto Rico is beautiful but Puerto Ricans are pitiful. They seem small,
fine-featured remains of a highly civilized race. Gentle, apathetic. Poor
beyond belief. The 'Americans' had already bought up the sugar-planta^
tions. Most of them were in the hands of capital from the States. Wages
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